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EidosMedia’s content solutions platform is now available to the Federal government and public
sector on A&T Systems’ GSA IT 70 schedule.
Silver Spring, MD—May 4, 2017––EidosMedia, a global content solutions software provider,
announces its partnership with A&T Systems, Inc., a certified small business IT Cloud Solutions and
services provider, to their Federal Partner Network, authorizing the company to resell EidosMedia’s
Méthode content solutions platform through A&T’s GSA IT 70 schedule (GS-35F-247DA).
Interested government agencies can now contract Méthode and its accompanying modules through A&T
Systems on the General Services Administration’s list of federal suppliers.
“Méthode has captured the interest of Federal agencies and government technology solutions providers
since its introduction” said Steve Ball, general manager for EidosMedia Inc. “We are excited for the
opportunity to bring Méthode to the public sector through our partnership with A&T Systems, and deepen
our relationships within the public sector to enhance our government solutions.”
A&T Systems, a cloud solutions provider has been providing IT solutions and services within the public
sector, across multiple contract vehicles for more than 32 years. As a FedRAMP-Certified AWS
Advanced Consulting Partner, Government Competency and an Authorized Government Reseller Partner,
the company is a leader in cloud computing adoption offering IaaS, XaaS, PaaS, DevOps and SaaS
solutions.
The team’s extensive experience implementing partner SaaS technology solutions within dozens of
federal departments and agencies puts them in the perfect position to marry Méthode with the
government’s business and technological needs.
“A&T could not be prouder to take Méthode into the public sector where the need for advanced digital
technologies is expanding rapidly for agencies of all sizes that create and deliver critical content.” said
Dr. Ashok Thareja, President and CEO of A&T.
‘The Méthode platform offers federal agencies the tools to transform their business processes and the
orchestration of urgent communications, bringing productivity to new levels. It differentiates itself by
converging an advanced content management framework with a highly configurable, collaborative
workflow of work processes that helps users make quick, informed decisions.”
A&T Systems is part of EidosMedia’s Federal Partner Network authorized to implement, configure and
service Méthode to the public sector’s needs.
For more information, visit www.eidosmedia.com/public-sector and www.ats.com/eidosmedia.

About A&T Systems
In business since 1984, A&T has successfully managed 6,000
government Task Orders worth $600M and have supported more
than a dozen Federal Departments, scores of Federal agencies,
numerous departments for the State of Maryland and the District
of Columbia, and a number of local government agencies. A&T
is an agile small business that has successfully transitioned to
supporting clients in the cloud by building on its strengths in
program management and technology.
A&T is an Amazon Web Services (AWS) Advanced Consulting Partner and an Authorized Government
Reseller Partner/Value Added Reseller with an AWS Letter of Supply for all AWS offerings. A&T is an
AWS Authorized Public Sector Partner able to provision/manage deployments in the GovCloud region.
A&T’s partnership with Amazon and its extensive experience in providing Federal, State, and local
governments with IT services that match their requirements positions A&T to assist clients who need to
select, acquire, establish, implement, and maintain secure, robust, scalable capabilities in the Cloud. For
more information about A&T Systems, please go to www.ats.com.

About EidosMedia
EidosMedia is a global leader in the application of digital technologies to the creation and delivery of
high-value content. Its signature platform Méthode is used across five continents by leading news
organizations, financial institutions, and global enterprises to achieve excellence in digital content
creation and delivery and new levels of productivity and profitability. It provides an enterprise-wide asset
management platform and workflow environment, configurable and scalable to meet the needs of the
largest, most distributed organizations. For more information about EidosMedia, please go
to www.eidosmedia.com.
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